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M Politics

An ongoing row in Ticino over cross-border commuters

Commuters from Italy are increasingly entering the employment market in little Ticino. This has sparked a defensive response

from the local population. A popular initiative giving priority to Swiss citizens has even been approved. The issue is causing

annoyance in Italy.

GERHARD LOB

Cross-border commuters prefer to
travel to work by car. This explains
the endless flow of vehicles which

pour into Ticino every morning from
the Italian border regions of Como

and Varese and back again in the

opposite direction in the evening. At the

Chiasso border crossing, the "Fron-

talieri" even have their own lane at

rush hour. Canton Ticino, with a

population of 350,000, now has around

62,500 cross-border commuters. The

figure has risen sharply in just a few

years. Even more significant than the

absolute number is the fact that over

a quarter of all jobs are held by border

crossers. No other major Swiss

region has a comparably high proportion.

Another important factor is that
the cross-border workers in Ticino -
unlike in the 1990s - no longer exclusively

work in the industrial sector

but are instead increasingly active in
the services sector.

A row has been raging for years

over whether the incomers are taking
jobs from local people and contributing

to social dumping because they
are willing to work for lower pay than
Swiss workers. The border between

Switzerland and Italy actually also

represents a divide in terms ofsalary.

Pay is at least two or three times

higher in Switzerland than in Italy.
Even on low Swiss wages, Italian
commuters earn much more than

they would in their own country.
Studies have shown that no other
border in central Europe has such a

great wage gap. On top of this, lots of
Italians are willing to undertake long

journeys owing to the prolonged
economic crisis and high rate of unem-

The Italian cross-

border commuters are

a concern for the

people of Ticino-not

just with respect to

jobs but also because

of the congestion at

peak times, such as

hereon the A2 near

Mendrisio heading

towards the border.
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ployment in Italy. Their main concern
is finding a job. Conversely, there is a

lack ofspecialists in Ticino. Many
positions cannot be filled with Swiss

employees.

Locals have not been ousted

A study by the economic research

institute of the Università della Svizzera

italiana (University of Italian-speaking

Switzerland) concluded in 2016

that "the increase in the number of
cross-border commuters and resident

foreign nationals as a result of the

agreement on the free movement of

persons has not increased the risk of

unemployment for the local Swiss

population in Ticino". While isolated

cases of Swiss employees being
replaced by foreign workers could not
be ruled out, there was no evidence of

systematic displacement. The

unemployment rate remains low at around

3.5 % and is in line with the Swiss

average.

However, many people in Ticino

feel that their jobs are under threat
because the pressure has increased.

They are also worried about their
salaries. They are fed up too with the

daily gridlock in the border areas.

The referendum result on 9 February
2014 reflected this sensitivity: 68 % of
Ticino's electorate voted in favour of
the federal popular initiative "against

mass immigration" launched by the

nationalist, conservative SVP party.
It was the highest proportion of yes

votes out of all the cantons. In
contrast to German-speaking Switzerland,

where the main factor in the
referendum result was immigration
itself, in Ticino the phenomenon of
cross-border commuters played a key

role in the demand for the reintroduction

of quotas for foreign workers.
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In light of the outcome, the Ticino
SVP immediately replicated the

proposal with a cantonal initiative under

the slogan "Prima i nostri!" (Our

own people first!). This bill called for

priority for Swiss people on the

employment market to be incorporated
in the cantonal constitution. The

number of signatures required was

quickly collected and at the end of
September 2016, 58 % of voters in
the Italian-speaking canton ofTicino

approved this constitutional initiative.

Combatting social dumping

through priority for Swiss citizens

The cantonal constitution now stipulates

that priority must be given to
Swiss citizens if they hold similar
qualifications. Giving priority to Swiss

workers aims to prevent social dumping.

Canton Ticino has also been

assigned the task of "monitoring
international treaties agreed by the Swiss

Confederation". This refers, for example,

to the tax agreement on cross-border

commuters between Switzerland

and Italy.

Appeals by the cantonal government

and the parliamentary majority
to reject the SVP initiative because it
would introduce provisions on social,

economic and foreign policy which
do not fall under the canton's remit
fell on deaf ears. An expert opinion
commissioned from Giovanni Bag-

gini, professor of constitutional,
administrative and European law at the

University ofZurich, came to the
conclusion that the initiative would be

almost impossible to implement. A

special parliamentary committee is

now working on drawing up proposals

for those areas where implementing

priority for Swiss citizens appears

possible, such as in the public
administration. In the same way as with the

implementation of the mass

immigration initiative at national level,

which the Swiss Parliament is having

Foreign cross-border commuters by country of residence
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Source: FS0 - Cross-border Commuters Statistics [CCS) © FS0 2016

In 2001 - i.e. before the entry into force of the free movement of

persons with the western EU states - the Federal Statistical Office

(FS0) recorded 151,133 cross-border commuters in Switzerland. There

are now 314,110 (as at: 3rd quarter 2016). Most of them come from

France and primarily work in the Lake Geneva region. No other major

Swiss region employs more cross-border workers. In second place

comes northwestern Switzerland with the border city of Basel. In all,

72,556 cross-border commuters work there and predominantly come

from Germany but also from France. Most Italian border crossers

commute to canton Ticino but others travel to Grisons or Valais. In

terms of the total number of commuters employed, little Ticino comes

in third place behind the arc of Lake Geneva and northwestern

Switzerland. Cross-border commuters make up just 10 % of all those

in gainful employment in the Lake Geneva region while their proportion

stands at a similar level in northwestern Switzerland. The proportion is

highest by some margin in Ticino where 26.2 % of the workforce are

border crossers.

a tough time with, the Ticino laws

must be compatible with the bilateral

agreements with the EU and the free

movement ofpersons.

Tensions running high

in the border region

In Italy, an EU state, there is annoyance

over the general efforts to
reintroduce priority for Swiss nationals

in Switzerland. The adoption of the

"Prima i nostri!" popular initiative
has not exactly eased existing
tensions between Ticino and the Italian
border regions. This is because the

referendum result has obviously
been perceived in Italy as a vote

against cross-border commuters. The

referendum result even made frontpage

news in the leading daily newspaper

"Corriere della Sera". The idea

of a strike by cross-border workers

was also briefly discussed.

Various Italian politicians have

indicated that the economic boom in
Ticino after the entry into force of the

bilateral agreements and the resultant

opening of the market is partly
attributable to the cross-border commuters.

Italian workers are also vital to ensuring

that public institutions, such as

homes for the elderly and hospitals,

can run properly. These factors are

nevertheless not recognised. "Workers

from Lombardy cannot be humiliated

on a daily basis and treated like

illegal residents," complained Roberto

Maroni of the Lega-Nord, who is

President of the Lombardy region, at first.

But after the initial strong response to

the approval of the popular initiative
the tone has since been moderated. After

a meeting with Ticino's cantonal

government in Bellinzona, Maroni
declared that, "cooperation between the

border regions would remain
constructive".

Previously, only canton Geneva

had a protective cantonal clause for

the employment market. However, the

provision in force there since 2012

only applies to the cantonal administration,

institutions ofpublic law and

publicly co-financed foundations.
Before a position is publicly advertised

and filled, it is mandatory for the

regional employment agencies to check

whether a person residing in the canton

can be found for the job.
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